SCOPE CLEANING BRUSHES

Scope reprocessing requires specific knowledge and training due to the instrument’s complex nature and often difficult cleaning process, which makes choosing the right brush critical for effective cleaning. Whether the brush you need is reusable or single use, short or long, single or double-ended, a brush assortment or a brush kit, Key Surgical® Scope Cleaning Brushes are ready for the tough job ahead. Available individually or in convenient packages of 50 or 100, our brushes are competitively priced and packaged with your specific needs in mind.

FEATURES:
- Reusable or single use styles
- Lengths from 75cm to 240cm
- Choose from 13 different bristle diameters
- Nylon bristles on twisted stainless steel, spring coil or plastic
- Coated/beaded tips for extra protection during cleaning
- Loop handles or pull-through

RELATED PRODUCTS:
- Scope Brush Assortment
- Scope Tags
- Valve & Well Cleaning Brushes